Everyone Can Code - At Apple, we believe coding is a core literacy that everyone should
have the opportunity to learn. So we designed the Everyone Can Code program to give
everyone the power to learn, write, and teach coding. Everyone Can Code includes a
free comprehensive curriculum that takes students all the way from no coding
experience to building their first apps.
Everyone Can Create - We also know that creativity needs to be nurtured, and nowhere
is that more important than in the classroom. That’s why we designed Everyone Can
Create, a new program that helps students develop and communicate their ideas
through music, drawing, photos, and video with iPad. It includes free project guides with
a range of activities for students to learn vocabulary and techniques in a specific
medium through fun projects. We also created a Teacher Guide with 300 ideas on how
to integrate the projects from each medium into math, literacy and literature, history
and social studies, science, and coding.
Augmented Reality - With AR on iPad, students can connect their learning to the world
in new ways. AR apps on iPad turn a classroom into the cosmos, make a history lesson
as vivid as the present, and let students peer inside everyday objects to understand how
they’re put together. iPad is built to move and is packed with advanced technologies
like accelerometers, powerful cameras, and an operating system designed with AR
specifically in mind. All together, AR on iPad creates an experience that’s simply not
possible on other platforms.
Classroom App - The Classroom app is a versatile teaching assistant that puts teachers
in charge of every iPad in their classroom, so the teacher can keep students
focused even when they’re working on different tasks. Teachers can readily share
information with their class by using the app to send and receive documents or display
student work on a big screen. And the app is available for use on Mac with the same
great features to help teachers guide their students’ iPad devices.
Apple Teacher - Apple Teacher is a free professional learning program designed to
support and celebrate educators using Apple products for teaching and learning. As an
educator you can build skills on iPad and Mac that directly apply to activities with your
studetns, earn recognition for the new things you learn, and be rewarded for the great
work you do every day.

Apple Distinguished Schools - Apple Distinguished Schools are centers of leadership
and educational excellence that demonstrate Apple’s vision for learning with
technology — and we believe they are some of the most innovative schools in
the world.
To learn more about how Apple can help your school, please contact:
Jaime Perez
Account Executive (LAUSD)
213.841.9296
Jaime.Perez@Apple.com

Andrea Aguilar
Account Executive (LA County)
562.698.1747
Andrea_Aguilar@Apple.com

